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R829A raging inferno consumed more than 
160,000 acres of national forest north 
of Los Angeles earlier this month, 
causing extensive property damage 
and killing two firefighters before 
it was eventually snuffed. Fighting 
these so-called megafires that burn 
on public lands is the purview of 
the National Forest Service, and 
on August 14th, Tom Vilsack, the 
Secretary of the Department of 
Agriculture, which oversees the forest 
service, laid out in general terms 
what the Obama administration has 
planned for the management of the 
forests on which these fires feed. 
Conveying the attitude of the new 
administration, Vilsack remarked, 
“President Obama has made clear 
his interest in conserving our natural 
environment, and I intend to take 
that responsibility very seriously and 
devote the time necessary to do it 
right.”
As the California wildfires 
demonstrate, the task of fighting 
megafires, which have become larger, 
more intense, and more frequent in 
recent years, is an onerous one that 
requires enormous resources, both 
financial and human. In fact, more than 
half of the US Forest Service budget 
News focus
has been diverted to fighting fires in 
recent years, putting considerable 
strain on efforts to realize the other 
goals of the service — sustaining the 
health, diversity, and productivity of 
the national forests. This problem is 
partly the forest services’ own doing, 
as it is generally acknowledged that 
over-zealous fire-dousing in the last 
century allowed the accumulation 
of fuel that now feeds the enormous 
wildfires ravaging the West. But it is 
also apparent that climate change 
plays an important, if less understood, 
role in the increasing incidence 
of wildfires and other factors that 
threaten forests, such as invasive 
plants and pests. Whatever the cause, 
the secretary expressed an urgent 
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September marks the maximum of the 
Arctic ice melt which becomes more 
striking each year as researchers 
believe climate change becomes more 
marked. Observers have reported that 
ice has been melting from the Sermilik 
fjord, which lies on the edge of the 
Greenland ice sheet that stretches 
more than 2,000 kilometres inland, at 
an unprecedented rate. 
Researchers believe the Greenland 
ice sheet is uniquely vulnerable as it 
lies much further from the pole than 
key Antarctic ice sheets. The southern 
end of the Greenland ice sheet is 
at the same latitude as Iceland and 
northern Britain and also warmed by 
the Gulf Stream.
Driven by the loss of ice, Arctic 
temperatures are warming more 
quickly than other parts of the  
world – last autumn air temperatures 
in the Arctic were 5°C above normal.
The melting has been recorded by 
researchers for 30 years. Researchers 
estimate the annual net loss of ice is 
between 300 and 400 gigatonnes.
And this month an historic voyage 
took place: two ships navigated the 
north-east passage from Korea to 
Europe by crossing the Bering Sea 
into the Arctic Ocean and down from 
Scandinavia. 
The commercial voyage has never 
been previously accomplished and 
marks a shorter route between the 
Pacific and the Atlantic than the usual 
southern route through the Indian 
Ocean and the Suez Canal. The route 
shortens the traditional route by more 
than 4,000 nautical miles.
The voyage of the two vessels, 
however, was not easy. Both ships 
were designed to cope with ice-strewn 
waters, although not actually icebreakers 
themselves. They were accompanied by 
at least one Russian icebreaker through 
the whole of the trip. Russian officials 
are now hoping the feat will result in an 
‘Arctic rush’ with the northern sea route 
becoming a viable summer competitor 
to the southern Suez and Panama  
Canal routes.
And in Greenland, increasing ice 
melting is extending the shipping 
season and revealing new oil and 
mineral reserves. Fishing catches are 
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Arctic honey potneed for more funding for the forest 
service in the light of the increasing 
burden imposed by fires.
Established in 1905, the US Forest 
Service was created to ensure the 
sustainability of the timber industry, 
protect important watersheds, 
and provide recreation areas for 
an increasingly urbanized public. 
Together the national forests comprise 
an area approximately the size of 
Texas. As one might imagine, the 
service must somehow balance two 
conflicting objectives — exploitation 
of resources and conservation. 
This conflict is borne out in 
legal challenges brought forth 
by conservation groups bent on 
preventing any further deforestation 
and destruction of habitat. To 
address this issue, Secretary Vilsack 
emphasized the need to encourage 
all ‘stakeholders’ to come together 
for the purpose of finding some 
common ground. In this way, both 
interested parties can agree up 
front on which forest areas will, for 
example, be protected from further 
road development and which will be 
designated for timber harvesting.
The recent agreement between the 
timber industry and environmentalists 
concerning the management of 
Colville National Forest in the state of 
Washington was cited as an important 
example of the potential to avoid 
legal challenges and, indeed, no such 
challenges related to this project have 
been levied for the past five years. 
Speaking in general terms, the 
secretary also mentioned an interest 
in using the forests’ resources for 
biofuel production. In addition to the 
current contracts with the timber 
industry, the sale of feedstocks for 
biofuel could theoretically be used 
to pay for ongoing restoration efforts 
(creating habitats, decommissioning 
roads, etc.) and seems to play into 
the Obama administration’s over-
arching goal for America to become 
less dependent on foreign oil. As yet, 
however, it is unclear whether there 
will be a market for these alternative 
feedstocks because the technology 
to convert them to biofuel, on an 
industrial scale at least, is unproven.
And some are sceptical that the 
national forests are compatible with 
large-scale feedstock production. 
Chris Somerville, Professor of 
Alternative Energy and Director of 
the Energy Biosciences Institute at 
University of California at Berkeley, for one, has his doubts, saying, “…there 
are problems with using the materials 
because the terrain is difficult and 
it is not feasible to make the capital 
investments for processing facilities 
if feedstock supply is irregular. So I 
doubt that much will happen with the 
federal forests.” Somerville, however, 
did mention that forests on private 
lands may be a viable option. For now, 
it seems that existing timber contracts 
will be a key revenue stream for the 
forest service. The secretary himself 
seemed to concede this, saying that 
“without a robust forest industry that 
includes traditional markets and these 
new markets, like biomass energy, it 
will be much more difficult and much, 
much more expensive to improve the 
health of our forests.”
It’s important not to lose sight of 
the fact that, while huge by most 
comparisons, the US national 
forest system is actually quite small 
compared to total forest area and 
resembles a seemingly unimpressive 
splatter of ink when superimposed 
on a map of the contiguous states. In 
truth, the national forests constitute only 20 percent of forests in total, with 
the remaining lands owned by states 
and private parties. This vast expanse 
of wilderness is exposed to the risk 
of deforestation and development. It 
is thus somewhat re-assuring that, in 
addition to the other goals outlined, 
Secretary Vilsack placed a strong 
emphasis on the need to collaborate 
with private landowners to ensure 
that forests outside the realm of the 
forest service are protected as well. 
Again, perhaps not surprising in these 
early days, the secretary spoke only in 
general terms, so we are left wondering 
what meat will be put on these bones.
If previous efforts are any indicator, 
collaboration will mean the continuing 
implementation of stewardship 
programs that proved financial 
incentives, such as tax subsidies and 
cost-sharing, aimed at encouraging 
the preservation of forests that harbor 
critical watersheds and habitat. But,  
as the smoke still lingers over California, 
we are left wondering whether the 
National Forest Service will have the 
wherewithal to realize these  
ambitious goals.
